House of Illustration Whole School INSET
AIMS - We aim to empower all teachers with the skills, techniques and confidence to
weave illustration into their teaching across the curriculum.
As an art form and a communication tool, we see how much illustration benefits pupils’
creative development, art and design skills, enjoyment for learning, confidence and even
attainment through our unique approach.
Our team of exceptional professional illustrators have been delivering INSET and CPD
courses for primary schools since 2010. Through working with many teachers and
undertaking rigorous evaluation, we have developed an approach which is recommended by
100% of teachers. Our INSET supports schools undertaking Arts Mark accreditation and
those devising a creative curriculum.
TESTIMONIALS
It was led by trained professionals - giving you the knowledge and skills to take into the
classroom – Reception teacher, London
I felt more confident with relatively simple ideas that require few resources but effective
results – Y5 Teacher, Essex
Loved the openness of the tasks - no fear to try anything – Head of School, Berkshire
It really opened my eyes with different ways to be creative and expressive with children, not
only in art but other subjects – Student Teacher
Even if you don't think you are good at art there are beautiful things you can create –
Assistant Head, London
WHAT WE OFFER
When working with a school we like to tailor the session to the school’s requirements and
always enjoy responding to new suggestions. An INSET session is made up of a presentation
about the power of illustration in education and a series of shorter and longer practical
activities. These are all designed to be accessible and “non-threatening” to all abilities as we
know many teachers lack confidence in teaching (and creating) art.

FOCUS OPTIONS
We can adapt to any focus, theme, whole-school issue or topic you like. Some popular
choices include:





Inspiration for writing
Illustrating across the curriculum
Drawing and painting
Using sketchbooks effectively

ACTIVITIES
Practical activities we offer include:









Collage characters
Interventions in found images
Observational drawing
Ink & watercolour technique
Sequential illustration – fact or fiction
Story islands and maps
Emotions and facial expressions
Dioramas

Whether we deliver a two-hour twilight or a whole day session, we always include a variety
of techniques and conclude with a plenary to share ways to put the learning into practice.
We want every teacher to leave feeling inspired and equipped to deliver fantastic
illustration-based learning in the classroom straight away.
COSTS
2 Hour INSET in school
2 Hour INSET at House of Illustration
½ Day INSET in school
½ Day INSET at House of Illustration
1 Day INSET in school
1 Day INSET at House of Illustration

£700
£650
£850
£775
£995
£900

BOOKING
To enquire, discuss your requirements and to check for availability please email:
education@houseofillustration.org.uk or call 020 3696 2024
www.houseofillustration.org.uk

